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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

BEDROCK MAPPING OF THE WINCHENDON (1:25,000) QUADRANGLE (MANH): EVIDENCE FOR DISCONTINOUS DEFORMATION ALONG THE BRONSON
HILL-CENTRAL MAINE BOUNDARY ZONE
Bedrock geology of the Winchendon quadrangle is divided into two zones based on
structures and lithology. The eastern zone consists of tightly folded Silurian Rangeley
and Paxton metasediments and pegmatites. Planar, NNE-SSW striking, W dipping
foliations are characterized by alternating phyllosilicate-rich and leucosome layers. Fold
axes of tight to isoclinal upright and recumbent folding are parallel to SSW-NNE
shallowly plunging sillimanite, quartz and muscovite lineations. In the western zone
Rangeley schists were intruded by Devonian Hardwick and Coys Hill and Fitzwilliam
plutons. Planar NNE-SSW striking foliations dip shallowly to steeply west. Fold axes of
tight-to-isoclinal asymmetric to recumbent folds plunge shallowly to steeply SSW,
parallel to elongate quartz and feldspar lineations. Fabrics in both portions developed in
by greenschist facies mineral assemblages Asymmetric porphyroclasts and S-C/C’ fabrics
from both areas display dextral asymmetry. Lateral extrusion as the result of pure-shear
dominated E-W shortening and N-S extension is recorded by structures that exhibit
strong contractional strains, accompanied by stretching fabrics. A 2-3 kilometer wide belt
of deformation named the Bronson Hill-Central Maine Boundary Zone (BHCMBZ)
correlates with the Conant Brook Shear Zone. This creates a zone of deformation that
widens to the north and separates Ordovician plutons of the Bronson Hill zone from units
of the Central Maine zone. North of Winchendon, retrograde deformation is absent and
Acadian metamorphism and structures are preserved. This creates an inconsistency in
along-strike deformation the length of the inferred terrane boundary. A larger terrane,
composed of the Bronson Hill and Central Maine zones is proposed to account for the
discontinuous deformation along strike
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Chapter 1

1.1 Introduction
Tectonostratigraphic terranes (or simply ‘terranes’) are defined as fault-bounded
packages of rocks of regional extent, characterized by a geologic history that differs from
adjoining rock packages (Berg et al., 1978; Howell et al., 1985). Coney et al. (1980) state
that terrane identification is based on observable differences in the rock record that reflect
the descriptive, nongenetic character ascribed to terranes. The first definition of a terrane
was used to describe the collage of rock packages accreted to western North American
throughout the Phanerozoic. Each of the terranes displayed an internal homogeneity and
continuity of stratigraphy, tectonic style and history. Coney et al. (1980) described 50
‘suspect’ terranes (suspect, because of the uncertainty of their paleogeographical setting
prior to collision) for the North American Cordilleran region, each with boundaries
between them that show discontinuities in stratigraphy. Most of the boundaries were
known or suspected faults, mainly sutures with high-pressure mineral assemblages that
experience post-collisional, strike-slip movement.
The purpose of this thesis is to propose, based on the definitions above and new
detailed bedrock mapping in northern Massachusetts, a larger Bronson Hill Terrane
(BHT) in the northern Appalachians of New England that consists of two zones (Bronson
Hill Zone and Central Maine Zone). The makeup of the BHT was guided by the
principle that accreted terranes consist of continental and/or oceanic basement, cover
sequences, and intrusives that were emplaced before or during accretion to another
terrane (Moench and Aleinikoff, 2003). Thus defined, the BHT extends from the
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Connecticut Valley eastward through the Merrimack and Meramichi belts and has been
divided into two separate subzones based on late Paleozoic faults (Fig. 1.1). In New
England, boundaries between the Bronson Hill (BHZ) and Central Maine zones (CMZ)
have traditionally been interpreted as a difference in stratigraphy (Hall and Robinson,
1982; Zartman, 1988). Ordovician volcanogenic and basinal sediments and plutons make
up a remnant volcanic arc (Naylor, 1969), differing from the adjacent Silurian to lower
Devonian metasediments and Devonian plutons. The BHZ – CMZ boundary would be
defined by the easternmost occurrence of Ordovician metaigneous rocks. The BHZ in
southern Massachusetts to southern Connecticut is bounded on both sides by ductile
transcurrent faults (Thompson, 1985; London, 1988; Peterson and Robinson, 1993;
McWilliams et al., 2007; Spear et al., 2008; Massey and Moecher, 2008), creating an
apparent discontinuity in stratigraphy and sharp structural boundary that could be
interpreted as major terrane boundaries. Mapping of the Winchendon Quadrangle of the
CMT for this project identified a high-strain zone east of the easternmost Ordovician
meta-igneous rocks extending from central Massachusetts to Monadnock, New
Hampshire. Evidence of this late Paleozoic deformation is absent within the Late Silurian
and Late Devonian cover sequence north of the Winchendon quadrangle into southern
New Hampshire and western Maine wh the Bronson Hill-Central Maine stratigraphy
appears continuous (Moench et al., 2007; Rankin et al., 2007). It is proposed here that (1)
that the boundary is a moderately west-dipping zone of dextral ductile deformation
involving components of pure and simple shear, (2) the boundary between the two zones
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shifts farther east than the limit of Ordovician meta-igneous rocks and, (3) the boundary
widens to the north then gradually terminates, losing its terrane bounding characteristics.

1.2 Geologic Setting of Study Area
The northern Appalachian orogen in New England is divided into several NNESSW tectonostratigraphic belts, zones and terranes (Fig. 1.1). The crustal architecture has
been interpreted as a mid-crustal expression of basement massifs (e.g. Berkshire-Green
Mountain), supracrustal sequence (Connecticut Valley and Central Maine zones) and a
magmatic arc (Bronson Hill Arc) amalgamated during Phanerozoic accretion.
Geochronology and fossil evidence support the interpretation that much of this assembly
occurred during the Taconian (middle-Ordovician) and Acadian (Late Silurian through
Devonian to Early Mississippian) phases of deformation (Tucker and Robinson, 1990;
Robinson et al., 1998). The Taconian orogeny, occurred as a result of the collision of a
volcanic arc (Tucker and Robinson, 1990) or arcs (Karabinos et al., 1998) with the
eastern edge of Laurentia, beginning around 470 Ma and continuing through
approximately 445 Ma (Tucker and Robinson, 1990). Evidence exists for Silurian (419 ±
1 Ma; Rankin et al., 2007) extension and the formation of basins on either side of the
BHZ (CMZ and CVZ, Fig. 1.1) following the Taconian (Tremblay and Pinet, 2005;
Rankin et al., 2007). Continued convergence lead to collision of the Avalon Composite
terrane producing the Acadian orogeny (423-385 Ma) (Robinson et al., 1998).
The Bronson Hill – Central Maine boundary (Zartman, 1988) has traditionally
been interpreted as lying west of the Winchendon Quadrangle (Fig. 1.2) of northcentral
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Fig. 1.1: Tectonostratigraphic terrane map of the northern Appalachians. Modified from Rankin et al.,
2007 and Wintsch et al. 2007.
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Massachusetts and southwestern New Hampshire. The BHZ consists of a series of
structural gneiss domes and elongate orthogneissic plutons exposed beneath a cover
sequence of Ordovician, Silurian and Devonian metavolcanic and metasedimentary rocks
(Fig. 1.2) (Robinson et al. 1998). East of the BHZ, the CMZ is composed of a succession
of Silurian through Late Devonian metasediments deposited on a pre-Silurian tectonic
hinge of the Gander accreted terrane. Silurian through Devonian sediments (Fig. 1.2) are
deformed and metamorphosed at greenschist to granulite facies conditions, and intruded
by Devonian plutons (Hatch et al., 1983; Dorais, 2003). The Acadian has long been
assumed to be the main deformation and metamorphic event in central Massachusetts and
southern New Hampshire
The interpretation of Acadian deformation in southern New England is based on
the tripartite Penninic Alpine tectonic sequence (Steck and Hunziker, 1994) that includes
nappe, backfold, and dome stages (Fig. 1.3) (Hall and Robinson, 1982; Robinson et al,
1991). Westward transport of material from the CMZ, over the BHZ toward the CVZ
during the nappe stage (Fig. 1.3A) produced four large-scale fold and thrust nappes.
Gravitational rise of basement gneisses and eastward overturning of stratigraphy led to
the backfold (Fig. 1.3B) and dome (Fig. 1.3C) stages; which (Fig. 1.3C) are interpreted to
have formed the domes of the BHZ (Robinson et al., 1991; Peterson and Robinson,
1993). Acadian shortening is observed at map scale by a reduction in strike-perpendicular
distance across the CVZ (~60 to ~10 km), BHZ (~50 to ~20 km) and CMZ (~125 to ~20
km) from Maine to Connecticut (Fig. 1.1).
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However, with the acquisition of additional geochronological data, evidence is
growing in support of late Paleozoic deformation having a much more profound role than
Acadian deformation in the structural development and metamorphism of the southern
New England Appalachians (Wintsch et al., 2003). Ductile deformation is partitioned
among lithologic units forming crystalline thrust sheets with subsequent strike-slip,
reverse and normal motion (Moecher, 1999). These effects overprint earlier Taconian and
Acadian structures and yields three potential age modes (Moecher, 1999; Moecher and
Wintsch, 1994; Massey and Moecher, 2008). Examples of late Paleozoic overprinting of
Acadian deformation have been described in the boundary between the BHZ and CVZ in
northern Connecticut and Vermont (McWilliams et al., 2007a, b; Spear et al., 2008) and
between the BHZ and CMZ (London, 1988; Peterson and Robinson, 1993; Wintsch et al.,
2004, 2005; Massey and Moecher, 2008). I propose that it was this stage of deformation
that was responsible for apparent subzone divisions formed by transcurrent faulting
resulting from oblique collision, found within the larger BHT. The Bronson Hill –
Central Maine boundary, which is a relatively narrow zone of intense ductile
deformation, is therefore simply an apparent terrane boundary, and not a true terrane
boundary.
This thesis includes two main contributions. Chapter 2 presents the results of new
bedrock mapping and compilation of the bedrock geologic map of the Winchendon
quadrangle completed under the auspices of the EDMAP component of the National
Geologic Mapping Program administered by the U.S. Geological Survey. Chapter 3 is a
regional synthesis that combines the results of the new mapping with additional structural
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Figure 1.2: Location of study area (from previous figure) showing the location of the Winchendon
quadrangle.
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A

B

C
Figure 1.3: Three stage Acadian tectonic sequence. A) Nappe stage, B) Backfold stage, C) Dome
stage. Modified from Robinson et al., (1991). Red: Ordovician – Devonian cover sequence; v-pattern:
Ordovician orthogneiss basement.
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and petrofabric observations collected along strike to the south, and the results of
previous mapping and structural studies of other workers, to redefine the nature of the
Bronson Hill-Central Maine boundary. This boundary is a 1 to 10 km wide zone of high
strain that I have termed the Bronson Hill-Central Maine Boundary Zone (BHCMBZ)
and correlates with the Conant Brook Shear Zone in southern Massachusetts and northern
Connecticut.
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Chapter 2
Geology of the Winchendon 1:25,000 Scale Quadrangle
2.1 Introduction
The southern two-thirds of the Winchendon quadrangle were previously mapped
by Robinson (pers. comm, 2008) through reconnaissance for the Massachusetts state
bedrock map (Zen et al. 1983). Stratigraphy of the Winchendon quadrangle was
correlated with mapping performed by Field (1975) and Tucker (1977) for the Ware and
Barre quadrangles, respectively, to the south (Fig. 2.1). The bedrock geologic map of
Massachusetts (Zen et al., 1983; see section 2.7) shows the quadrangle as underlain by a
folded sequence of metamorphosed Ordovician Partridge and Devonian Littleton strata
abutting the eastern margin of the elongate Devonian Hardwick and Coys Hill plutons.
Detailed bedrock mapping and structural analysis were performed in the quadrangle
during the summer and fall of 2008. Reconnaissance mapping was performed in the
neighboring Templeton, Barre, Ware and Monadnock quadrangles to the south and north
(Fig. 2.1) to further understand the structures and rock types in Winchendon. Based on
structures and map units, the Winchendon quadrangle has been divided into an eastern
two-thirds of the quad and a western third.
The Winchendon quadrangle (Fig. 2.2) of northcentral Massachusetts and
southwestern New Hampshire lies in the Central Maine Terrane, east of the traditional
boundary between the Bronson Hill and Central Maine zones (Fig. 1.2). The eastern twothirds of the quadrangle consists of tightly folded Silurian Rangeley and Paxton Fm.
metasediments that were interpreted to be deposited along a northeast-southwest trending
Silurian tectonic hinge (Hatch et al., 1983). The Silurian metasediments in the western
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Figure 2.1: Index map showing the location and names of
neighboring quadrangles to Winchendon quadrangle.
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Royalston

Figure 2.2: Bedrock map of the 1:25,000 scale Winchendon quadrangle of northcentral
Massachusetts and southwestern New Hampshire. Also see Plate 1 in Appendix. Sr - Rangeley Fm.;
Spss - Paxton Fm.; Dchgr - Coys Hill granite; Dht - Hardwick tonalite; MD1m – Fitzwilliam granite;
TTM – Templeton Tectonic Melange; MZ – Mylonite Zone. Dashed box is original proposed map
area for the EDMAP project.
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portion were intruded by Devonian plutons that vary from being unfoliated to strongly
foliated and containing mineral stretching lineations. The Rangeley Fm. occurs in both
zones, but will only be discussed in the eastern zone where it makes up over 90 percent of
the map area.
2.2 Map Units
Eastern Zone
Rangeley Formation Complex
The Rangeley Fm. in the type region in Maine consists of a variety of clastic
rocks include polymictic metaconglomerates, rusty weathering schists interbedded with
quartzite and conglomerates and a gray metapelitic schist member (Moench and
Boudette, 1970). Hatch et al. (1983) proposed that the gray metapelitic and rustyweathered schists in central New Hampshire are distal equivalents of the Rangeley. Using
correlations proposed by Hatch et al. (1983), Thompson (1985) traced the members of the
Rangeley Fm. south to the Monadnock quadrangle, which lies immediately north of the
Winchendon quadrangle.
Rocks assigned to the Rangeley Formation in the Winchendon quadrangle include
gray-weathering schists (Fig 2.3A-B) rusty-weathering sulfidic schists (Fig. 2.4A-D) and
a minor amount of conglomerates, quartzites and calc-silicate granulite lenses (Fig. 2.5).
Over two-thirds of the Winchendon quadrangle is underlain by Rangeley metapelites.
The Rangeley is consists of two main lithologies: a grayish blue “Blue Rangeley” and
rusty yellow “Yellow Rangeley” weathered colored schists and paragneisses. Blue and
yellow colored schists show no mappable pattern in the quadrangle at the outcrop scale,
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so the geologic remap does not differentiate the two. Thompson (1985) describes the
Rangeley Formation in the Monadnock quadrangle as showing no clear internal
stratigraphy and a more complicated relationship than an upper rusty member and a lower
gray member as described by Hatch et al. (1983) in central New Hampshire.
Blue Rangeley
Originally correlated with the Devonian Littleton Formation on the Massachusetts
state map (Zen et al., 1983) the Blue Rangeley member in Winchendon is a grayish-blue
weathered, strongly foliated, fine to medium-grained schist and paragneiss (Fig. 2.3B).
Mineralogy of the Blue Rangeley includes Sil + Bt + Grt + Qtz + Ms with minor Ilm and
varying amounts of retrograde Chl and Ms. Leucosomes interfolded within the
metasediments (Fig. 2.3A) consist of Kfs + Pl + Qtz + Ms + Bt. Peak metamorphic
conditions were Sil + Ms regional (Zone III) (amphibolite facies) (Robinson et al., 1989).
However, most fabrics, including mylonitic foliations and asymmetric fabrics, occur in
samples dominated by high modal abundances of retrograde Chl and Ms.
In least retrograde samples, an early foliation is defined by the alignment of Sil +
Bt + Ms layers alternating with Qtz + Kfs + Pl + Bt leucosomes. The early foliation is
overprinted by a later, predominant, retrograde foliation defined by Chl + Ms + Sil. (Fig.
2.3C) With increase in chlorite content, foliation is defined by layers of phyllosilicates
(mica and chlorite) and sillimanite, interlayered with felsic leucosomes. Late ductile
structures include S-C and C’ shear fabrics and asymmetric garnet porphyroblasts.
Retrograde chlorite and fine-grained muscovite overgrowths on sillimanite define the late
deformational fabrics. Pervasively retrograded garnet porphyroblasts show asymmetric
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Figure 2.3: Rocks of the Blue Rangeley member. A) Grayish-blue weathering with interfolded white
leucosomes. B) Slab of highly retrograded Blue Rangeley schists with garnet porphyroblasts. C)
Foliation defined by alignment of Chl + Ms + Sil + Bt and garnet porphyroblast tails.
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(dextral) Chl-rich tails (Fig. 2.3C). A consistent lineation in the Rangeley Formation is
defined by shallow south-southwest plunging sillimanite needles. With the increase of
retrograde minerals, fine-grained muscovite surrounding sillimanite also defines the SSW
plunging lineation.
Yellow Rangeley
Yellow-to-rusty yellow weathering schists and paragneisses of the Yellow
Rangeley member (Fig. 2.4A) were originally correlated with the Ordovician Partridge
Formation (Zen et al., 1983). Yellow Rangeley includes Sil+ Qtz+ Bt + Ms + Pl schists
and Qtz + Sil + Ms schists (Fig. 2.4C). Leucosomes consist of Pl + Kfs + Qtz + Ms + Bt.
Characteristic features of the Yellow Rangeley are coarse (1-3 cm) muscovite grains (Fig.
2.4B) that are aligned with sillimanite grains to define the lineation. The coarse-grained
muscovite is often found in outcrops enclosing coarse-grained pegmatite or granitic
lenses. In all samples, foliation is defined by alternating layers of aligned Bt + Ms + Sil

1 cm

grains and layers of Qtz + Pl grains (Fig. 2.4C and D).
Calc-silicate granulites
Calc-silicates granulites typical of the Rangeley Formation in Maine (Moench and
Boudette, 1970) are found as elongate boudin lenses or pods (Fig. 2.5) in the Blue
Rangeley schists and gneisses in the Winchendon quadrangle. Pods are composed of Qtz
+ Pl + Di + Bt + Ms + minor Czo and Grt. The lenses range in size from 10 cm to 2 m in
length. Flattened and aligned with the foliation, the calc-silicate lenses are elongate and
plunge SSW, consistent with the sillimanite lineation.
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W

E

Figure 2.4: Rocks of the Yellow Rangeley member. A) Boudinaged leucosomes in outcrops of rusty
Yellow Rangeley. B) Shallow SSW plunging coarse-muscovite lineation. C) Foliation defined by the
alignment of Sil + Bt + Ms + minor Chl grains and interlayered elongate Qtz layers. D) Shear band
fabric defined by coarse-grained Qtz and Bt.
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Figure 2.5: Elongate calc-silicate boudin in the Rangeley Fm.
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Pegmatite
Two types of pegmatites occur in the quadrangle. One is chalky white, mediumto-coarse grained, non-foliated to foliated, 1-2 m in length and 1-2 m thick, Qtz + Pl +
Kfs + Ms ± Bt ± Grt pegmatite. The interior of the body is relatively undeformed but
foliation becomes more pronounced toward the margin (Fig. 2.6A). The second is Qtz +
Pl + Kfs, tan-to-light brown, equigranular finer-grained granitic lenses (Fig. 2.6B) that
are 1-10 meters in length and 1-5 meters thick. Similar to the white pegmatites, the
granitic lenses contain massive centers and foliated margins (Fig. 2.6C).
Paxton Formation
The Paxton Formation is confined to the southeasternmost corner of the
quadrangle. The Paxton consists of Qtz + Pl + Sil+ Kfs + Bt, bluish-gray weathered
schists interlayered with white leucosomes (Fig. 2.7A). The Paxton has a well-developed
planar and shear band foliation (Fig. 2.7B) that trends SSW-NNE and dips steeply NW.
Sillimanite from the metasediments and quartz from interlayered leucosomes define a
shallow, SSW plunging lineation.
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NNE

Figure 2.6: Two types of pegmatites in the Winchendon quadrangle. A) chalk-white foliated
pegmatite. B) Equigranular granitic lens. C) Leucosome pods in Blue Rangeley. D) Close up of
square from above (B) of deformed equigranular granitic lens margin with large S-C foliation.
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Figure 2.7: Foliated Paxton Formation. A) Outcrop of bluish-gray Paxton Fm. with
interlayered leucosome. B) Chl + Ms shear band fabric developed in Qtz-rich layer of the
Paxton.
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Western Zone
Hardwick tonalite
Billings (1956) claimed that most of the plutonic rocks of the CMZ in
Massachusetts are southern extensions of the Acadian New Hampshire Plutonic Series
(NHPS). Based on the assumption, Shearer (1983) correlated the Hardwick tonalite of
central Massachusetts with the Spaulding Quartz Diorite of the NHPS. The syn-tectonic
Spaulding pluton in southern New Hampshire yielded an Rb-Sr whole rock age of 402 ±
5 Ma (Lyons and Livingston, 1977). However, Robinson and Tucker (1992) report
concordant U-Pb ID-TIMS zircon ages for the Hardwick of 360 ± 1 Ma and 361 ± 2 Ma.
The Hardwick Tonalite is a heterogeneous gniess, consisting of several different
phases, all of which occur within the Winchendon quadrangle in no discernable map
pattern. These phases include biotite tonalite, hornblende-biotite tonalite, microcline-rich
tonalite, quartz-plagioclase orthogniess and a biotite-garnet orthogneiss. The dominant
phase of the Hardwick is massive to foliated biotite-rich tonalite (Fig. 2.8A). Medium to
dark gray in appearance, this phase of tonalite consists of plagioclase and alkali feldspar
phenocrysts and quartz in a biotite matrix. No lineation has been observed in the biotite
tonalite. However, exposures of this phase along the eastern margin of the pluton in the
Winchendon quadrangle are strongly foliated. Foliation is apparent from the alignment of
biotite layers and elongate feldspar + quartz layers (Fig. 2.9A)
The second most abundant phase is the massive to foliated hornblende-biotite
tonalite (Fig. 2.8B) exposed within the interior of the pluton. The hornblende-biotite
tonalite is light to dark gray on weathered surfaces. Least deformed varieties are
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relatively coarse-grained and massive. Mineralogy consists of Pl + Qtz + Bt + Hbl ± Kfs.
Where present, foliation is defined by parallelism of hornblende, biotite and elongate
quartz grains (Fig. 2.9B). Alternating quartz-rich and biotite-rich layers warp around
boudinaged plagioclase and K-feldspar porphyroclasts defining minor shear bands.
The third member is a porphyroclastic microcline tonalite (Fig. 2.8C) with
deformed microcline phenocrysts ranging in size form 1-5 cm. Shearer (1983) originally
described this phase of the Hardwick as granitic sills included in the main body of the
pluton. However, due to the widespread appearance of the microcline porphyroclast
phase in the interior and interlayered with other known phases of the Hardwick along the
edges of the pluton, it has been included as a phase of the Hardwick. The characteristic
features of this phase are the white, microcline augen. The surrounding grey to dark grey
matrix consists of Qtz + Bt + Pl + Mc. Foliation is defined by the parallelism of
microcline porphyroclasts (Fig. 2.9C), biotite flakes and elongate quartz crystals. Along
the exterior of the pluton, a lineation is defined by elongate quartz and plagioclase grains.
Two minor phases of the Hardwick occur within the Winchendon quadrangle. The
first is a cream to light gray colored, Bt-poor, fine-grained Qtz + Pl orthogneiss (Fig.
2.10A). In the Winchendon quadrangle, exposures of this phase are found along the
eastern edge of the Hardwick pluton. At the margins it has a well developed foliation of
aligned quartz, plagioclase and mica grains (Fig. 2.10D), with no noticeable lineation. It
is found interfolded with other members of the Hardwick. The final phase is a biotitegarnet tonalite (Fig. 2.10B) that is also confined to the eastern margin of the pluton. The
biotite-garnet tonalite is dark gray, medium to fine grained
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Figure 2.8: Major phases of the Hardwick pluton. A) Biotite tonalite; B) Hornblende + biotite
tonalite; C) Microcline tonalite.
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Figure 2.9: Foliations in major phases of Hardwick tonalite. A) Alignment of Bt layers and elongate
Pl + Kfs + Qtz layers in biotite tonalite. B) Parallelism of Hbl grains in hornblend + biotite tonalite.
C) Alignment of Mc porphyroclasts in the microcline tonalite.
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Figure 2.10: Minor phases of the Hardwick pluton. A) Qtz + Pl tonalite. B) Bt + Grt tonalite. C)
retrograde garnet in foliated Bt + Grt tonalite. D) shear band foliation in Qtz + Pl tonalite.
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S-type granite (Shearer, 1983). In outcrops, layers of the tonalite are found interfolded
with gray schists of the Blue Rangeley. Mineralogy of the biotite-garnet tonalite includes
Bt + Qtz + Ms + Kfs + minor Grt (Fig. 2.10C).
Coys Hill Granite
The distictive Coys Hill granite forms a narrow (100 m – 1 km) NNE-SSW
trending belt running the length of the western portion of the Winchendon quadrangle. It
has been correlated with the Kinsman Quartz Monzonite of the NHPS (Thompson, 1985).
Rb-Sr whole-rock analyses of the Kinsman in New Hampshire yielded an isochron age of
411 ± 19 Ma (Lyons and Livingston, 1977). Igneous zircons from samples of the Coys
Hill granite in northern Massachusetts provide a concordant U-Pb ID-TIMS age of 396 ±
2 Ma (Robinson et al., 1998).
The Coys Hill is weakly-to-strongly foliated granitic gneiss containing alkali
feldspar megacrysts that range in size from 2-7 cm (Fig. 2.11A). The Kinsman pluton of
New Hampshire also contains of microcline megacrysts (2-5 cm) (Thompson, 1985).
More typically the Coys Hill is a medium-to-coarse grained Qtz + Pl + Kfs + Bt + Ms
orthogneiss with (1-2 mm) diameter garnet porphyroblasts. With increasing strain, alkalifeldspar megacrysts have tectonically rounded corners (Fig. 2.11A) and development of
pressure shadows (Fig. 2.11B). Porphyroclasts also become increasingly flattened and
aligned parallel to the foliation. Along the margins of the belt, the microcline megacrysts
are sheared and elongated. The megacrystic orthogneiss is interfolded with layers of finegrained Qtz + Pl orthogneiss and dark Hbl + Bt-rich, mafic gneiss.
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1 mm
Figure 2.11: A) S-C fabric with dextral asymmetry developing around feldspar megacrysts
along the western edge of the Coys Hill granite. B) Microfractured alkali feldspar grain
with quartz pressure shadows and asymmetric myrmekite growths displaying dextral
asymmetry.
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Fitzwilliam Granite
The Fitzwilliam granite, the youngest pluton in the Winchendon quadrangle, is
located in the northwest corner of the quadrangle. It is a heterogeneous, massive to
strongly foliated, medium-grained, two-mica granite. Rb-S whole-rock isochron analysis
from similar two-mica granites of the Concord group in the Sunapee granite yielded
Devonian ages of (359 ± 11 Ma or 330 ± 3 Ma (Lyons and Livingston, 1977). Hayward
(1983) obtained an estimated Rb-Sr age of 349 Ma for the Sunapee pluton and 383 Ma
for the Fitzwilliam granite. The U-Pb ID-TIMS monazite age for the Fitzwilliam in
southern New Hampshire is 354 ± 1 Ma (Robinson and Tucker, 1996).
Within the interior of the pluton, the Fitzwilliam granite is chalk-white and
massive with a block-like fracture pattern. Mineralogically, the Fitzwilliam consists of Pl
+ Mc + Qtz + Ms + Bt. Foliation intensity increases toward the eastern margin of the
pluton (Fig. 2.12A). This is apparent from the alignment of mica grains and parallelism
of elongate quartz rods and sheared feldspar porphyroclasts (Fig. 2.12B). Other ductile
fabrics along the margin include shear bands and quartz veins exhibiting grain-size
reduction through dynamic recrystallization. Minor, SSW plunging elongate quartz and
feldspar lineations (Fig. 2.12C) are located at the edges of the Fitzwilliam pluton.
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SSW

NNE

Figure 2.12: A) Outcrop of foliated Fitzwilliam granite with intervening mylonites. B) Elongate
quartz rod lineation. C) Feldspar lineation in a matrix of recrystallized quartz and aligned biotite.
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2.3 Metamorphism
According to the regional peak Acadian metamorphic isograd map of New
England, the Winchendon quadrangle lies within the Sil + Ms (III) and Sil + Ms + Or
(IV) zones of Robinson et al., 1989. These zones are based on the petrology of pelitic
schists. The mineral assemblage of Zone III consists of Qtz + Ms + Bt + Grt + Sil + Gr +
Ilm + Pl ± Po while Zone IV consists of Qtz + Ms + Or + Pl + Bt + Grt + Sil + Gr + Ilm ±
Po (Robinson et al., 1989). However, based on outcrop and thin-section observations,
peak metamorphic assemblages are rarely preserved in the study area. All
metasedimentary units from the Winchendon quadrangle contain greenschist facies
assemblages. The most common assemblage in the Blue and Yellow Rangeley is Chl +
Ms + Bt + Sil + Grt + Qtz + Ilm. Crystal-plastic deformation of quartz and brittlemicrofracturing of plagioclase and alkali feldspar are common, consistent with
greenschist facies deformation conditions.
In Rangeley schists, coarser-grained chlorite forms from the retrogression of
garnet porphyroblasts (Fig. 2.13A, B and G) and in some samples, garnet is almost
completely replaced by chlorite. In extensively retrograded samples, biotite is replaced by
chlorite and muscovite (Fig. 2.13C and D). Finally, sillimanite grains have overgrowths
of chlorite and fine-grained muscovite (Fig. 2.13E and F). The following reactions
(adopted from Hollocher, 1981) describe the generation of retrograde minerals in the
Blue Rangeley.
Bt + Sil ± Qtz + H2O = Chl + Ms ± Qtz

(1)

Grt + H2O = Chl

(2)
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Figure 2.13: Retrograde fabrics within the Rangeley and Paxton formations. A) Garnet
porphyroblasts breaking down to foliation-forming chlorite. B) Crossed polars of A. C) Sillimanite
with overgrowths chlorite and fine-grained muscovite. D) Crossed-poles of C. E) Biotite grain
overgrown by retrograde muscovite. F) Crossed-poles of E. G) Slab of Blue Rangeley showing large
garnet porphyroclast surrounded by bluish-green chlorite.
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Ms + Bt + Qtz + H2O = Ms + Chl + Ilm

(3).

Since ductile structures and mylonites occur in the greenschist facies rocks, retrograde
metamorphism is interpreted as syn-tectonic.
A counter-clockwise P-T path is proposed for Acadian metamorphism of the
CMZ. This is based on the widespread occurrence of sillimanite pseudomorphs after
andalusite, indicating early low-pressure metamorphic conditions (Robinson et al, 1982;
Chamberlain 1988). In the Central Acadian Granulite High, partial melting of the
Rangeley formation is indicated by the occurrence of pegmatites and cordierite-bearing
pegmatites (Thomson, 2001). Peak metamorphic Sil + Grt + Crd + Qtz + Bt assemblages
record temperatures of 685-780oC and pressures of 5.6-6.3 kbar (Tracy, 1978). Increases
in pressure are seen through the breakdown of cordierite to sillimanite-garnet aggregates,
P-T estimates from zone IV, mylonitic recrystallization and P-T estimates from garnet
rims (Robinson et al., 1989). Retrograde reactions are observed in mylonites that cut
across peak metamorphic fabrics (Robinson et al., 1989). Robinson et al. (1982) states
that the mylonitic rocks are not different petrologically from sheared versions of the same
peak metamorphic assemblage, but have undergone severe grain-size reduction that drove
recrystallization to a new fine-grained assemblage that represents a different
metamorphic facies. Host rocks consisting of Or + Sil + Crd + Bt recrystallize to form Or
+ Sil + Grt + Bt (Robinson et al., 1989). This reaction occurred at 550oC and 7-8 kbar. In
addition, retrograde reactions have been seen in the Conant Brook Shear Zone where
sillimanite forms from the breakdown of garnet (Massey and Moecher, 2008).
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2.4 Structures
Evidence of D1 and D2 (Lyons, 1979; Eusden, 1988, 1996) fold events
characteristic of the CMZ is for the most part absent in southern New Hampshire and
Massachusetts,. Only D3 (Eusden, 1996), isoclinal folds have been recognized in the
Winchendon quadrangle. Early folding structures have apparently been overprinted by
later D3 fold tightening and strike-slip or reverse, dip-slip shearing. Similar to the
stratigraphy section, the discussion of structural relationships in the map area will be
divided into two zones.
Eastern Zone
Foliations
Foliations in the eastern zone of the Winchendon quadrangle are characterized by
alternating phyllosilicate-rich and leucosome layers in the Rangeley and Paxton
formations (Fig. 2.14A). The dominant planar foliations strike NNE-SSW and NNW-SSE
with dip angles that range from shallow-to-steeply west dipping (Fig. 2.15). Detailed
structural measurements show that the strike of the foliation can vary as much as 40o
within a meter-scale outcrop. This is due to the foliation wrapping around 1-10 meter
scale pegmatite and granitic bodies. The foliation wrapping around pegmatites explains
the variations in strike measurements seen in stereonets (Fig. 2.15). In phyllosilicate-rich
layers the foliation is defined by the alignment of biotite flakes and chlorite + finegrained muscovite retrograde grains over aligned sillimanite needles (Fig. 2.14B and C).
In thin-section, phyllosilicate-rich layers alternate with thin leucosome layers that display
elongation of quartz grains into ribbons (Fig. 2.14B and C).
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Figure 2.14: A) Alternating phyllosilicate-rich and elongate leucosome layers in the Blue Rangeley.
B) Alignment of Bt + Ms + Sil + Chl grains and elongate Qtz ribbons.
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n = 114

Figure 2.15: Equal area net of 1% contours of poles to foliation (n = 114) in Rangeley and Paxton
schists throughout the eastern portion of the Winchendon quadrangle. Contour intervals are 2% per
1% area. Mode 1 (red) = shallow dipping foliations. Mode 2 (blue) = steeply dipping foliations.
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Oblique foliations
Oblique foliations that include (Fig. 2.4D; Fig. 2.16A, B and C) shear-bands,
ductile mylonitic foliation and S-C foliations overprint earlier isoclinal and recumbent
folding. On surfaces parallel to shallow SSW-plunging lineation and perpendicular to the
foliation, sillimanite, chlorite and fine-grained muscovite define an S-C relationship, with
dextral asymmetry (west side up). S-C and shear band fabrics develop adjacent to garnet
porphyroblasts and feldspar porphyroclasts and display dextral asymmetries. Plagioclase
and alkali feldspar porphyroclasts in sheared leucogranites often display asymmetric
pressure shadows (Fig. 2.15A). On near vertical surfaces perpendicular to the SSW
shallow plunging lineation, retrograde minerals also define an S-C relationship, with
dextral asymmetry (west side up). Other shear sense indicators include chlorite mantled
garnet porphyroclasts and sillimanite, chlorite and muscovite-rich shear bands. Finegrained sillimanite overgrown by chlorite and fine-grained muscovite is aligned parallel
to the C-surface in S-C and S-surface in C’ shear bands (Fig. 2.17A, B and C).
Folds
Leucosomes in Rangeley and Paxton metasediments are interfolded with schists
and gneisses. Fold styles include micro-to-macro upright tight to isoclinals folds (Fig.
2.18A and B) and tight east-verging recumbent, asymmetric folds (Fig. 2.18C and D).
Both fold styles have SSW shallowly plunging fold axes (Fig. 2.19). East-verging
asymmetric folds are not seen overprinting upright isoclinals folds anywhere in the
quadrangle, implying that they probably formed contemporaneously. Folds deform a
foliation defined by the retrograde assemblage Chl + Ms + Sil + Grt + Qtz + Bt + Ilm that
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Figure 2.16: Oblique foliations in the Rangeley and Paxton formations. A) Sn+1 (red) developed
along earlier folded foliation (yellow) seen perpendicular to lineation and west dipping foliation. B)
Sn+1 (red) developed along earlier folded foliation (yellow) seen parallel to lineation and
perpendicular to foliation. C) Crossed polars of B.
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Figure 2.17: A) Shear band foliation in exposures of Blue Rangeley. B) C’ foliation fabric with
dextral asymmetry. C) Crossed polars of B.
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Figure 2.18: Fold styles of the eastern zone. A) Meter scale asymmetric fold within the Rangeley
(vertical outcrop face). B) Tight recumbent asymmetrically folded leucosome within the Blue
Rangeley. C) Unoriented slab of upright isoclinal fold of Rangeley Fm. and leucosome showing
general fold style. D) Tight fold of leucosome and phyllosilicate rich layers.
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overprints the early prograde Acadian Zone III assemblage.The presence of a folded,
retrograde fabric suggests that shortening across the quadrangle occurred after peak
metamorphism and much of retrograde metamorphism.
Lineation
In the eastern zone, lineations consist of SSW and NNE shallowly plunging
acicular sillimanite grains (Fig. 2.13 C and D), quartz rods and coarse-grained muscovite.
The lineation parallels the trend of tight and isolinal fold axes (Fig. 2.19). The bearing of
the lineation does not vary with foliation surfaces wrapping around pegmatite and
1 cm
granitic bodies. Lineation-defining sillimanite in the Blue Rangeley member has
retrograde overgrowths of chlorite and fine-grained muscovite (Fig. 2.20A). Coarsegrained muscovite flakes are aligned parallel to sillimanite and quartz rod lineations in
the Yellow Rangeley member (Fig. 2.20B). In both members of the Rangeley Fm. and the
Paxton Fm. elongate quartz rods form parallel to the sillimanite lineation and display
undulose extinction and grain-boundary recrystallization (Fig. 2.4C).
“Pinch and Swell” Structures
1-10 meter scale pegmatite and granitic lenses are common features that make up
much of the bedrock exposure in the eastern zone (Fig. 2.10A). These bodies are
surrounded by the Silurian Rangeley and Paxton formations. Deformation is focused at
the contacts of the lenses and surrounding metasediments. Development of a foliation,
quartz lineation, and grain-size reduction of plagioclase and alkali feldspar grains (Fig.
2.21C) are characteristic of high strain margins of the pegmatites and granitic lenses.
Larger lenses are often bisected by cross-cutting high-strain zones of deformed pegmatite
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n = 105

Figure 2.19: Equal area net of 1% contours of Sil, Qtz rods and Ms streak lineations (n = 105) and
fold axes (n = 29) (green dots) in Eastern map area. Contour intervals are 2% per 1% area. Fold axes
not aligned parallel to lineations may be from outcrops that were not in place.
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Figure 2.20: Lineations of the eastern zone. A) Shallowly plunging sillimanite lineation of the Blue
Rangeley. B) Coarse muscovite lineation parallel to sillimanite lineation in the Yellow Rangeley.
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C

Figure 2.21: Pinch and swell structures. A) Asymmetric granitic lens formed in the CMZ. Pegmatite
is surrounded by half meter scale high-strain zones of sheared pegmatite and Rangely
metasediments. B) Close up of box from A showing exposure of sheared pegmatite forming mylonitic
foliation along the edges of pinch and swell structures. C) Mylonitic foliation developed in bisecting
high-strain zones between two granitic lenses. D) Microfractured plagioclase grain displaying dextral
(top to the NNE) asymmetry. E) Elongate quartz ribbon with undulose extinction.
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(Fig. 2.21B). These high-strain zones consist of mylonitic foliations with alternating
layers of quartz and phyllosilicates wrapping around microfractured plagioclase and
alkali feldspar porphyroclasts (Fig. 2.21D). Quartz forms elongate (1-5 cm) ribbons
exhibiting undulose extinction (Fig. 2.21D). Preservation of undulose extinction in the
quartz indicates that the mylonitic foliation formed under lower grade conditions,
precluding strain recovery, which is common under higher grade conditions.
Interpretation
Deformation within the eastern zone is recorded by a set of structures that
illustrate E-W shortening and N-S extension. Flattening structures of this portion of the
quadrangle include well-developed planar north – south striking foliations (Fig. 2.14) and
SSW shallowly-plunging tight asymmetric and upright isoclinals folds (Fig. 2.19).
Recumbent folding is so tight that folds are stacked on top of each other vertically (Fig.
2.22). The stretching direction is defined by shallowly plunging sillimanite lineation (Fig.
2.19) throughout the eastern zone of the quadrangle, parallel to the trend of tight-toisoclinal fold axes. Stretching direction is also defined by lineations parallel to calcsilicate boudins. Sillimanite grains defining the lineation have overgrowths of fine
grained muscovite and chlorite that are aligned parallel to the sillimanite needles. This
suggests that retrograde metamorphism is contemporaneous with deformation in the
eastern zone.
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Figure 2.22: Outcrop displaying vertical fold stacking of interfolded leucosomes and Blue Rangeley.
Photograph is unoriented.
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n = 145

Figure 2.23: Equal area net of 1% contours of poles to foliation (n = 145) throughout the western
portion of the Winchendon quadrangle. Contour intervals are 2% per 1% area. Mode 1 (red) =
moderately dipping foliations. Mode 2 (blue) = steeply dipping foliations.
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Western Zone
Foliation
Only one type of foliation is observed in the western zone. This foliation ranges
from weakly to strongly developed and strikes NNE-SSW with westerly dips that vary
from shallow to steep (Fig. 2.23). The foliations in the western zones are defined by the
alignment of mica flakes (Fig. 2.24A and B) and the elongation of quartz (Fig. 2.24C and
D) and feldspar grains (Fig. 2.24E and F). Foliation intensity increases toward the
margins of plutons.
Oblique foliation
Two types of shear-band cleavages are observed. First, S-C and C’ fabrics
develop adjacent to feldspar porphyroclasts in Hardwick, Coys Hill and Fitzwilliam
plutons (Fig. 2.25A-C) and garnet porphyroclasts (Coys Hill) parallel to the lineation and
perpendicular to the mylonitic foliation. S-C/C’ fabrics (Fig. 2. 25A and B) display
dextral (top/west side to the NNE) asymmetry. Perpendicular to the lineation, S-C/C’
fabrics present on west dipping foliations (Fig. 2.25C) display dextral (west side up)
sense of shear.
Folds
The western zone contains tight-to-isoclinal recumbent (Fig. 2.26A) and
asymmetric folds (Fig. 2.26B and C) with axes that plunge shallowly to the SSW (Fig.
2.26). These folds develop in interlayered Rangeley metasediments and Hardwick
orthogneiss. Recumbent folding is so tight and numerous that many hinges are stacked
vertically (Fig. 2.25A). These folds are visible only in favorably orientated outcrops.
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Figure 2.24: Foliation development in orthogneisses of the western zone. A) Alignment of biotite and
muscovite flakes parallel to quartz + plagioclase-rich layers. B) Crossed polars of A. C) Elongate
quartz ribbons parallel to alignment of mica grains. D) Crossed polars of C. E) Microfracturing and
boudinage of alkalki feldspar grain. F) Cross polars of E.
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Figure 2.25: Oblique foliations of the western portion. A) S-C fabric developing adjacent fo rigid
Alkali feldspar. B) Dextral C’ fabric along the eastern margin of the Hardwick pluton. C) C' fabric
from microcline tonalite phase of the Hardwick displaying top side east asymmetry.
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Figure. 2.26: Folding of the western portion of the Winchendon quadrangle. A) Vertical stacking of
folded leucosome in Blue Rangeley. B) Asymmetric fold of protomylonitic Coys Hill granite. C) Tight
asymmetric fold of the leucosome in Hardwick tonalite.
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n = 97

Figure 2.27: Equal area net of 1% contours of lineation measurements (n = 97) and fold axes (n = 12)
(green dots) in western map area. Contour intervals are 2% per 1% area. Lineation measurements
per map unit: Coys Hill = 13; Fitzwilliam = 3; Hardwick = 21; mylonite zone = 13; Templeton
Tectonic Melange = 46.
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Small scale folds of leucosomes interlayered within the Rangeley have axial planar
foliation that strikes NNE-SSW and dips steeply to the west.
Lineation
Stretching lineations are defined by elongate quartz, plagioclase and alkali
feldspar grains in addition to sillimanite from Rangeley metasediments when folded with
orthogneisses. Lineations plunge shallowly SSW and NNE and trend parallel to fold axes
(Fig. 2.27). Quartz underwent crystal-plastic deformation and forms monocrystalline
quartz ribbons (Fig. 2.24C and D). Plagioclase and alkali feldspar behave brittlely,
experiencing grain-size reduction and elongation by microfracturing.
Faults
A narrow (0.2 to 0.5 km wide) high-strain zone consisting of mylonitized
Fitzwilliam Granite, Hardwick Tonalite, and Rangeley schist and pegmatite inclusions
(Fig. 2.28A) is located in the northwest corner of the quadrangle between the Hardwick
and Fitzwilliam plutons. Both plutons show an increase in deformation indicated by the
increase in foliation development and grain-size reduction toward the contact (Fig.
2.28B).
Interpretation
The western portion of the Winchendon quadrangle consists of units west of and
including the Coys Hill granite. The mid-to-Late Devonian plutons are characteristic
features of the western zone. Flattening and stretching fabrics are well developed at the
margins of each of the plutons and interfolded metapelites. Strain gradients are associated
with the development of foliation intensity toward the margins of the Hardwick, Coys
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Figure 2.28: A) Pavement outcrop of interfolded sheared Fitzwilliam granite (Dgr) and
protomylonitic Hardwick tonalite (Dht) in the mylonite zone. B) Plagioclase lineation in a
matrix of recrystallized quartz of the Fitzwilliam granite.
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Hill and Fitzwilliam plutons (Fig. 2.23). Traverses across the plutons show that ductile
strain increases toward the edges of the heterogeneous bodies. Field observations show
an increase in foliation development from the reorientation and alignment of biotite
and/or muscovite grains. Accompanying the increase of alignment in micas (Fig. 2.24A
and B), quartz first experiences crystal-plastic deformation either by elongation of
monocrystalline quartz ribbons (Fig. 2.24C and D) and subgrain formation parallel to the
mica foliation. No recovery fabrics are observed, indicating lower greenschist grade
deformation (Passchier and Trouw, 1996). Plagioclase and alkali feldspar porphyroclasts
experienced grain-size reduction through microfracture and boudinage (Fig. 2.24E and
F). Asymmetric pressure shadows of fine grained quartz and mica form at the margins of
the plutons. Elongation of feldspar and quartz grains typically forms the lineation of the
Hardwick, Coys Hill (Fig. 2.24B) and Fitzwilliam plutons (Fig. 2.28B).
There are two distinct areas of focused deformation within the western zone. The
first, located between the Hardwick tonalite and Rangeley schists, is a region referred to
as the Templeton Tectonic Mélange (TTM). Morton (1985) recognized a tonalite sill
cross-cut by a 5-12 meter, brittle tectonic breccia to the south exposed in roadcuts along
U.S. Hwy 2 in the Templeton quadrangle. This zone consists of coarse (1-30 cm)
leucocratic pegmatite and tonalite clasts interlayered with a matrix of tight (Fig. 2.29A),
recumbently interfolded and sheared Hardwick and Rangeley gneisses and leucogranites
(Fig. 2.29B). It is called a mélange based on the definition of Raymond and Terranova
(1984): a chaotic, heterogeneous mixture of clasts, of different types and sizes,
surrounded by a weaker, sheared finer-grained matrix. The matrix of the TTM dips
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approximately 35o west and contains S-C/C’ fabrics and asymmetric clasts with west side
up (thrust) asymmetries. Asymmetric recumbent folds are stacked vertically with thrust
asymmetry (Fig. 2.29C). Lineations in the TTM include sheared (1-2 cm) pegmatite and
tonalite clasts that plunge shallowly S/SSW. Grain-size reduction in elongate trails of
feldspar (Fig. 2.30A) due to microfracturing and boudinage (Fig. 2.30B) results from
northeast directed tectonic dismemberment of the Hardwick pluton. Blocks of
undeformed Hardwick and folded Rangeley schists and gneisses are included within the
TTM. These blocks are cross-cut by 0.5 meter wide, high-strain zones that exhibit
mylonitic foliations similar to the pegmatite pinch and swell structures of the eastern
zone.
In the Winchendon quadrangle the few exposures of the TTM occur in a railroad
cut in the southwest corner of the quadrangle and along three NNE-SSW trending hills
along the western portion of the quadrangle. Rusty weathered rocks belonging to the
TTM observed along the railroad cut were distinguished by the occurrence of large clasts
(1-30 cm) in a dark matrix, (Fig. 2.29A) similar to the defining characteristics of the
TTM along Hwy 2. However, along the NNE-SSW trending hills no large clasts were
seen in strongly foliated (Fig. 2.30C and D) Hardwick orthogneisses and Rangeley
schists. Outcrops were determined as belonging to the TTM based on the presence of
strongly deformed orthogneisses and the short distances (1-2 m) between exposures of
deformed Rangeley schists and Hardwick orthogniesses.
The second major structural feature of the western zone is a narrow 0.2 to 0.5 km
wide high-strain zone consisting of mylonitized Fitzwilliam Granite, Hardwick Tonalite,
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Figure 2.29: A) Elongate trails of microfractured feldspar in Hardwick orthogneiss. B) Roadcut
exposure of the Templeton Tectonic Melange along Rt. 2 in the Templeton quadrangle. White
pegmatite and tonalite clasts sheared within the dark Rangeley Fm. schist. Clasts show top to the east
displacement. C) Large asymmetric pegmatite clast in a biotite schist matrix.
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Figure 2.30: A) Oriented slab from the TTM displaying alignment of mica flakes and grain-size
reduction and elongation of quartz and feldspar grains. B) Boudinaged alkali feldspar grain C)
Strongly developed foliation of the TTM. D) Cross polars of C.
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and Rangeley schist and pegmatite inclusions (Fig. 2.28A). This high-strain belt is
located in the northwest corner of the quadrangle between the Hardwick and Fitzwilliam
plutons. As previously stated, both plutons show an increase in deformation indicated by
the increase in foliation development and grain-size reduction toward the contact (Fig.
2.28B).
2.5 Kinematics
Consistency of orientation and asymmetry of shear-sense indicators lead to a
straightforward structural evolution of the basement rocks within the Winchendon
quadrangle. Asymmetric porphyroclasts and S-C and C’ fabrics parallel to the stretching
lineation throughout the quadrangle display dextral asymmetry (west side north).
Asymmetries on vertical surfaces oriented perpendicular to the NNE lineation show west
side up (thrust) asymmetries. Similar asymmetries were observed in neighboring
quadrangles. Figure 2.32 illustrates the relationship among shear-sense indicators and
sillimanite and quartz lineations on horizontal surfaces.
2.6 Tectonic Model
East of the Coys Hill granite, geometries of structures and deformation gradients
suggest that subhorizontal shortening and lateral stretching were major components of
deformation of the study area. Pure-shear dominated, bulk shortening is accommodated
by continuous fold tightening and stacking of folds (Fig. 2.31), wedged against the rigid
Bronson Hill Arc. Non-coaxial shear is partitioned into narrow high-strain zones at the
margins of pegmatites and granitic lenses and the metasediments adjacent to them. These
zones are dominated by heterogeneous simple-shear that stems from a broader zone of
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Figure 2.31: Vertical fold stacking of tight recumbently folded Rangeley schists and leucosomes.
Chapstick (box) is aligned parallel to sillimanite and muscovite lineation, and parallel to trend of fold
axes.
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largely coaxial, pure-shear (Jones et al., 1997). Shallowly plunging stretching lineations
are parallel to the lenses that are flattened along the main foliation plane. That implies
that ε1 is parallel to the lineation, ε3 is perpendicular to the lineation and the ε 1 ε 2 plane
of the strain ellipsoid (Fig. 2.32) is a symmetry plane for the lenses (Chardon, 2001).
A 2-3 a kilometer zone of deformation west of and including the Coys Hill
consists of highly strained Coys Hill, Hardwick and Fitzwilliam plutons, interfolded with
Rangeley metasediments. This zone of deformation, referred to as the Bronson HillCentral Maine Boundary Zone (BHCMBZ), separates highly deformed Ordovician units
from deformed Silurian and Devonian metasediments and Devonian and Mississippian
plutons. High-strain characteristics of the BHCMBZ include an increase in intensity of a
NNE-SSW striking foliation and grain-size reduction at the edges of the Hardwick,
Fitzwilliam and Coys Hill plutons. This is accompanied by a consistent S-to-SSW
shallowly plunging sillimanite lineation in the Rangeley metasediments. Included within
the boundary zone is the Templeton Tectonic Mélange (TTM), an area of tight
recumbently interfolded Hardwick and Rangeley gneisses and leucogranites, S-C/C’
fabrics and coarse (1-30 cm) pegmatite and tonalite clasts, that results from northeastsouthwest (dextral) shearing.
Dias and Ribeiro (1994) proposed a tranpressive regime in which shortening
across a transpression zone is compensated by horizontal stretching. Jones et al. (1997)
coined the term ‘lateral extrusion’ in which stretching occurred in the horizontal direction
causing the deformation zone to lengthen. Lateral extrusion as the result of pure-shear
dominated constriction is recorded by structures that illustrate strong flattening strains,
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Figure 2.32.: Block diagram representing structures observed in the Winchendon quadrangle. Tan =
map units of the BHCMBZ; Green = Silurian units of the CMZ; White = pegmatites and granitic
lenses. Shear fabrics and asymmetric porphyroclasts combined with lineations show lateral extrusion
elongation to the northeast.
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accompanied by sillimanite and quartz rod stretching fabrics. Contractional structures
include strong foliations, tight isoclinal folding, fold stacking, S-C fabrics and pinch-andswell structures. NNE-SSW elongation is seen through shallowly plunging sillimanite
lineations, quartz and microfractured feldspars, fold axes parallel to mineral stretching
lineations and narrow, simple-shear dominated high-strain zones flanking pegmatite and
granitic lenses. Lateral extrusion as the result of pure-shear dominated deformation is
recorded by structures that illustrate strong flattening strains, accompanied by sillimanite
and quartz rod stretching fabrics. Textural evidence indicates that hydrolysis of peak
metamorphic metapelites prompted reaction weakening (or softening) which lead to the
spread of late, greenschist facies, ductile deformation. This phase and style of
deformation which is pervasive throughout the quadrangle, overprints all phases of
deformation considered characteristic of the Acadian in central New England.
In the Winchendon quadrangle fold axes and stretching lineations are parallel and
plunge shallowly to steeply SSW (Fig. 2.33A and B). Fold axes and lineations are linear
to high-strain foliation fabrics, mylonites and the structures of the Templeton Tectonic
Mélange (Fig. 2.32). This indicates significant extension parallel to the orogen and the
formation of folds with axes parallel to the maximum stretch (Dias and Ribeiro, 1994).
Extension parallel to the orogen is also seen by sillimanite and muscovite lineations that
are aligned parallel to calc-silicate boudins in the Rangeley formation and the long axes
of pegmatite pinch and swell structures (Fig. 2.32).
In transpressional collsional-extrusion regimes horizontal contraction
perpendicular to the stretching direction is suggested to produce extension parallel folds
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Figure 2.33: Extension parallel folds. A) Shallow plunging SSW plunging fold axes (yellow) in the
Yellow Rangeley member are parallel to sillimanite and muscovite lineations (red). B) SSW shallowly
plunging fold axes (yellow) parallel to SSW shallowly plunging sillimanite and quartz lineations (red)
in the Blue Rangeley.
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(Mancktelow, 1992; Mancktelow and Pavlis, 1994). There is debate as to whether
extension parallel folds are a component of horizontal constriction perpendicular to their
axes (Kobberger and Zulauf, 1995; Avigad et al., 2001). Typical constrictional structures
are prolate ellipsoids in which two dimensions of a sphere are shortened and one
lengthened. In studies where finite strains are measured, plotted on a Flinn diagram and
fall in the constriction field (∞ > k > 1) (Fletcher and Bartley, 1994; Zulauf, 1997;
Declaux et al., 2007) mineral stretching lineations parallel fold axes and boudins are
common occurrences. In conditions of coaxial bulk strain, pure constrictional strains have
been considered as a potential kinematic configuration for simultaneous formation of
folds and stretching linations, in which fold axes are parallel to the direction of extension
(Kobberger and Zulauf, 1994). Bell (1978) states that with fold axes parallel to the
stretching lineations and inferred transport direction requires an element of constriction
parallel to the transport direction. Simultaneous folding and orogen parallel extension
may develop in a transpressive regime due to oblique collision (Bell, 1978; Dias and
Ribeiro, 1994; Avigad et al., 2001; Solar and Brown, 2001).
In northern NH and southwestern Maine, hinge lines of open folds of the CMZ
are moderately plunging NE subparallel to mineral stretching lineations (Eusden et al.,
1996; Solar and Brown, 2001). Solar and Brown (2001) claim that stretching lineations
that transect folds are interpreted to have formed during the folding due to oblique shear.
This caused fold limbs to re-align in the direction of the lineation (maximum principle
finite stretch) due to constrictive strains (Bell, 1978). Therefore parallel fold axes and
lineations of the CMT show apparent constrictional strain due to oblique collision (Solar
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and Brown, 2001). Since similar fabrics are seen south of the Winchendon quadrangle a
model of constriction is inferred for the development of lineations parallel to fold axes
(Fig. 2.33A and B) and parallel to long axes of calc-silicate boudins and pinch and swell
structures (Fig. 2.32).

2.7 Comparison with Massachusetts State Bedrock Map
The bedrock geologic map of Massachusetts (Zen et al., 1983) depicts the
Winchendon quadrangle (Fig. 2.34) to be a folded sequence of Ordovician through
Devonian metavolcanics and metasediments abutting the eastern margin of the elongate
Hardwick tonalite and the narrow Coys Hill granite. The quadrangle lies along a belt of
alternating gray and rusty-weathered schists (Robinson and Tucker, 1992) that trend NESW (Zen et al., 1983) from the southern Massachusetts to southwestern NH. Along
strike, south of the Winchendon quadrangle in the Ware (Fields, 1975) and Barre
quadrangles (Fig. 2.1) (Tucker, 1977) two zones of NE-SW trending stratigraphy were
mapped. The western zone (Fields, 1975; Tucker, 1977) consists of folded rustyweathered mica schist, feldspathic granular schists and minor amphibolites of the Middle
Ordovician Partridge Fm. and Lower Devonian gray-weathered schists with minor calcsilicate granulites and felsic volcanic gneisses of the Littleton Fm. These are correlated
with the stratigraphy of the BHZ. The eastern zone (Fields, 1975; Tucker, 1977) is
composed of Middle Ordovician rusty-weathered schists with minor quartzites and calcsilicate gneisses and granulite of the Partridge Fm. interfolded with clastic metasediments
of the Silurian Paxton Fm. Following in-depth stratigraphic correlations performed by
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Figure 2.34: Winchendon 7.5-min. quadrangle with geology from bedrock map of Massachusetts
(Zen et al., 1983). Dch: Coys Hill granite; Dgr: Fitzwilliam and related granite; Dht: Hardwick
tonalite; Dl: Littleton Fm.; Drh: Ragged Hill gneiss; Op: Partridge Fm., Spss: Paxton Fm. sulfidic
schist; Sr: Rangeley; Fm. Sf: Fitch Fm.
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Hatch et al. (1983) in central New Hampshire Silurian stratigraphic units of Maine were
assigned to the folded Ordovician through Devonian units of Massachusetts and New
Hampshire. This prompted Thompson (1985) in the Monadnock quadrangle (Fig. 2.1)
and Berry (1992) in southern Massachusetts to assign the alternating gray and rusty
weathered schists to the Silurian Rangeley formation.
From mapping of the Winchendon quadrangle, gray and rusty-weathered schists
of the Rangeley formation were termed Blue Rangeley (bluish-gray weathered schist) and
Yellow Rangeley (rusty-yellow weathered schists). However, mapping of the quadrangle
did not reveal a folded sequence of alternating Blue and Yellow Rangeley schists (Fig.
2.2). Instead mapping revealed that most of the Rangeley formation in Winchendon is the
bluish-gray weathered Blue Rangeley. Exposures of Yellow Rangeley are primarily
localized to the margins of pegmatites and granitic lenses. Since outcrops of pegmatites
and granitic lenses are sporadic in the quadrangle exposures of Yellow Rangeley schists
are sporadic as well. As previously stated in the section on metamorphism most of the
metasediments in the quadrangle contain greenschist facies assemblages. This is different
from upper amphibolite facies assemblages (Robinson et al. 1982, 1989) assigned to the
Rangeley metasediments in the Winchendon quadrangle during previous studies.
In addition to differences of the Rangeley metasediments, two types of pegmatites
were mapped and high-strain fabrics (Fig. 2.2) were identified at the margins Devonian
and Mississippian plutons. Sheared and boudinaged pegmatites of various sizes were
found with in the Winchendon (Fig. 2.2) and surrounding quadrangles. High strain
fabrics identified at the margins of the plutons include the increase of foliations, grain-
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size reduction, mineral stretching lineations and asymmetric fabrics that develop at the
edges of the Hardwick, Coys Hill and Fitzwilliam plutons. Mapping in the Winchendon
quadrangle also exposed (Fig. 2.2): (1) a tectonic mélange (TTM) between the Hardwick
and Coys Hill plutons of recumbently folded and sheared Hardwick orthogneisses and
Rangeley schists. The TTM replaces what was previously believed to be interfolded
Gneisses of Ragged Hill and Partridge/Littleton/Fitch metasediments; (2) in the northwest
corner of the quadrangle a high-strain zone is exposed between the Fitzwilliam and
Hardwick plutons consisting of strongly foliated and mylonitic Fitzwilliam and Hardwick
orthogneisses; (3) masses of pegmatites in the northeast corner instead of Fitwilliam twomica granite; (4) contacts strike more to the NNE instead of directly N as previously
mapped.
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Chapter 3
Regional implications for the Bronson Hill-Central Maine Boundary Zone
3.1 Introduction
Contacts between crustal terranes are typically major shear zones or sutures which
juxtapose structural trends (Condie, 2004). Shear zones that represent the boundaries
often exhibit transcurrent motion. In the northern Appalachians, especially
Newfoundland, several transcurrent faults have been described as boundaries between
convergent terranes (e.g. Baie Verte-Brompton Line, Red Indian Line, Dog Bay Line,
Dover Fault, Minas Fault). In New England, however, evidence of juxtaposed structural
trends and terrane boundary shear zones are not as apparent or have not been
systematically examined. Later episodes of rifting, plutonism, and metamorphism create
difficulties in establishing relationships between tectonostratigraphic units and earlier
structures (Gerbie and West, 2007). However, through detailed mapping, structural
analyses and geochronology (O’Hara and Gromet, 1985; Gerbie and West, 2007),
transcurrent faults have been observed cross-cutting early structural trends and
metamorphic isograds (e.g. Bloody Bluff Fault, Clinton-Newbury Fault and Norumbega
Fault System). These faults have been used to categorize or describe the collage of
different rock units and deformational history of New England.

3.2 Bronson Hill – Central Maine Boundary Zone
Several transcurrent faults have been identified separating the Bronson Hill Arc
from the Connecticut Valley Gaspe´ and Central Maine basins (e.g. Conant Brook Shear
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Zone, Bone Mill Brook fault, East Derby Fault and Westminster fault zone). In central
Massachusetts, the Conant Brook Shear Zone (CBSZ) and its northern and southern
equivalents represent a single ductile fault system that acts as a distinct structural
boundary between the Bronson Hill and Central Maine terranes (London, 1988; Peterson
and Robinson, 1993; Massey and Moecher, 2008). The zone is a 1-2 km wide high strain
zone of Rangeley mylonitic porphyroclastic paragneiss that dips steeply west (Fig. 3.1)
(Peterson and Robinson, 1993; Massey and Moecher, 2008). This shear zone system
strikes NNE/SSW from southern Connecticut where it is known as the Cremation HillBonemill Brook fault zone, through central Massachusetts (CBSZ) and is inferred to
continue into southern New Hampshire as the Brennan Hill Thrust. It lies between the
Ordovician and Devonian orthogneisses of the BHZ and Devonian intrusives and
metasediments (Rangeley Fm.) of the CMZ and cross-cuts Acadian peak metamorphic
isograds (Zone IV and III; Schumacher and Robinson, 1989). Kinematics in southern
Massachusetts, combined with dual sillimanite lineations are indicative of dextral and
reverse motion as the result of pure shear dominated transpression (Massey and Moecher,
2008).
Reconnaissance work performed for this study in the southern Templeton, Barre,
Petersham and Ware quadrangles (Fig. 3.2) revealed similar high-strain characteristics to
those described in the Winchendon area. Hardwick and Coys Hill orthogneisses and
Rangeley metasediments show high strain fabrics, retrograde fabrics and dextral motion,
typical for the BHCMBZ. These high-strain fabrics were observed trending south along
the eastern margin of the Hardwick pluton, connecting with the mylonitic Rangeley
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Figure 3.1: Roadcut exposure of sheared Rangeley Fm. of the CBSZ in the Palmer quadrangle.
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Figure 3.2: Bedrock map of Massachusetts (after Zen et al., 1983) showing the locations and foliation
(top or red) and lineation (bottom or black) orientation in deformed rocks between the eastern
margin of the Hardwick and Coys Hill Plutons. Hardwick (Dht) = olive green, Coys Hill (Dchrg) =
brown, Rangeley (Sr) and equivalents = light green and purple. Dashed line is the location of the BH
– CM boundary as traditionally interpreted (easternmost Ordovician plutons). Structural
measurements for steronets were obtained from previous mapping in the Barre (Tucker, 1997), Ware
(Fields, 1975), and Palmer (Massey, 2008) quadrangles. Zdh = Dry Hill gneiss; Zpd = Poplar
Mountain gneiss; Zpmg = Poplar Mountain gneiss; Ozmo = Monson gneiss; Ogl = Glastonbury
gneiss; Opc = Pauchaug gneiss; Sr = Rangeley Fm.; Sp = Paxton Fm.; Dp = Prescott complex; Db =
Belchertown complex; Jp = Portland Fm.
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paragneisses of the CBSZ. Distinguished as a major structural boundary, the CBSZ
system divides the BHZ from the CMZ along a 1-km wide shear zone in Connecticut and
central Massachusetts. Correlation of the high-strain fabrics of BHCMBZ with those of
the CBSZ indicate an eastward shift and widens of the zone of high strain that separates
the Bronson Hill and Central Maine terranes in northcentral Massachusetts and
southwestern New Hampshire. Similar inferences have been made regarding the eastward
positioning of the boundary based on geochemical evidence in plutons of the NHPS.
Tomascak et al. (2005) claim, based on radiogenetic (Nd and Pb) isotopic data and trace
element concentrations, that crust belonging to the BHZ extends beneath the CMZ. This
is based on chemistries of granodiorites and monzodiorites of the Mooselookmeguntic
igneous complex of western Maine being derived from melting of the BHZ crust.
Granites of the igneous complex display an overlap of isotopic compositions possibly
caused by mixing of CMZ metasediments and magmas of the BHZ crust. Comparable
evidence was shown by Dorais and Paige (2000) for a similar eastward position for the
boundary. Their work using geochemical and isotopic variations to define a magmatic
boundary between Laurentian and Avalonian basement metaigneous and metaluminous
plutons of the BHZ and CMZ have trace element characteristics to known plutons to have
Grenville basement sources. This his implies that there is no medial New England and the
BHT is derived from a Grenville source (Dorais and Paige, 2000).
Based on correlation of the high strain zones in the Winchendon quadrangle with
those of the CBSZ, a wider high-strain zone is proposed between the Bronson Hill and
Central Maine zones. Figure 3.3 shows the location of the BHCMBZ in Massachusetts.
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Figure 3.3: Outline of the Bronson Hill - Central Maine Boundary Zone (Green), separating the
Bronson Hill (pink) and Central Maine (blue) zones in Massachusetts. Late Paleozoic deformation
has been described on either side and at the edges of the Hardwick tonalite and Fitzwilliam granite
(light blue). To the west, evidence is found in the Conant Brook Shear Zone. New evidence from a
similar style of deformation has been described from recent detailed reconnaissance mapping east of
the Hardwick and Fitzwilliam plutons.
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Along the eastern margin of the BHZ, the BHCMBZ consists of the CBSZ system, the
eastward Winchendon high-strain zone and syn-tectonic Hardwick and Fitzwilliam
plutons. The CBSZ of southern Massachusetts consists of steeply dipping Rangeley
mylonitic porphyroclastic paragneisses (Peterson and Robinson, 1993; Massey and
Moecher, 2008). Syn-tectonic retrogression of garnet produced two mutually
perpendicular sillimanite lineations developed at 330 ± 7 Ma (U/Pb analyses of monazite
of the CBSZ; Massey and Moecher, 2008). In northern Massachusetts and southern New
Hampshire, sillimanite + muscovite grade Rangeley metasediments of the Brennan Hill
Thrust (BrHTh) separates Ordovician orthogniesses of the Keene dome from the
Hardwick pluton. Originally inferred to be an early Acadian thrust (Thompson, 1985),
evidence in the Petersham quadrangle suggests the BrHTh experienced late retrograde
deformation similar to the CBSZ. Evidence of ductile high-strains are inferred by
strongly developed, steeply dipping foliations of the Rangeley schists and western
Hardwick tonalite (Thompson, 1985). Steep to shallow, SSW plunging sillimanite
lineations (Thompson, 1985) are also evidence of high-strain between the Keene dome
and Hardwick tonalite.

3.3 Larger Bronson Hill Terrane
Directly north of Winchendon in the Monadnock quadrangle, evidence of postAcadian ductile high-strain and retrograde deformation are generally absent. In the
proximity of Mt. Monadnock, there is a decrease in the development of mylonitic
foliations and asymmetric kinematic indicators along the margins of plutons and
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pegmatites and a lack of chloritization of metapelites. Thompson (1985) mapped Mt.
Monadnock as consisting of tight, recumbently interfolded, peak-Acadian Littleton
schists, quartzites and gneisses. Evidence of early nappe stage folding is described at the
summit as a series of seven, several meter scale, eastward directed recumbent quartzite
folds (Thompson, 1985). High temperature mineral assemblages (Sil + Grt + Ms + Bt +
Qtz ± Pl) make up the middle and northern portions of the quadrangle. The Littleton
formation schists contain 2-3 cm long, sillimanite-after-andalusite pseudomorphs (Fig.
3.4A) and (0.5 – 1 cm) long sillimanite needles (Fig. 3.4B) not enclosed by chlorite or
fine-grained muscovite. Sillimanite after andalusite pseudomorphs are interpreted as the
byproduct of contact metamorphism from the intrusion of the Devonian plutons
(Chamberlain and Lyons, 1983; Robinson and Tucker, 1993; Thompson, 1985). Similar
textures have been described in the Presidential Range, where sillimanite needles of the
Rangeley Formation show an east-west stretching direction resulting from NW/SE
thrusting (Eusden et al., 1996).
Along strike of Winchendon and Monadnock, in northeastern New Hampshire
and western Maine, the Rangeley stratigraphic sequence shows deformation and
metamorphism from greenschist to upper amphibolites grade metamorphism.
Deformation and metamorphism occurred during the Devonian and ceased by the
Carboniferous (Lyons and Livingston, 1977; Eusden et al., 2000; Solar and Brown,
2001). Relict sedimentary structures are observed either through alternating pelitic and
psammite layers in high-grade rocks and/or cleavage overprints on relict convolute
bedding in low-grade rocks (Eusden et al., 1988 and 1996; Solar and Brown, 2001).
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Figure 3.4: A) Sillimanite after andalusite pseudomorphs in the Rangeley Fm. from Mt.
Monadnock. B) Randomly oriented, coarse sillimanite needles from the Monadnock
quadrangle.
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Heterogeneous tranpressive deformation was distributed within a Central Maine belt
shear zone system which formed from oblique convergence during the Acadian. It
developed during a single progressive deformation around 400 Ma (Brown and Solar,
1988; Solar and Brown, 2001). Plutons of the NHPS in the northern portion of the CMZ
record no evidence of internal solid-state deformation and sometimes deflect foliations in
the surrounding rocks (Solar and Brown, 2001). Larger igneous complexes cut regional
transpressive structures and structural boundaries without significant deflection or
formation of a deformation aureole.
In the CMZ of southern New Hampshire and Massachusetts, no relict sedimentary
bedding is preserved. All earlier bedding and axial-planar foliations are strongly
overprinted by later stages of isoclinal folding, progressive coaxial shear and retrograde
metamorphism. Unlike the Devonian plutons of the NHPS to the north, NHPS plutons in
the BHCMBZ do not cross-cut transpressive structures but are themselves deformed,
exhibiting transcurrent motion along their margins as seen through a gradational foliation
development, grain-size reduction and mineral stretching lineations.
The lack of evidence for late Paleozoic deformation to the north and the lack of
high-T/low-P assemblages and relict sedimentary structures to the south, precludes
continuous, coeval, along-strike regional deformation along the Bronson Hill-Central
Maine boundary. Without a continuous along-strike belt of late Paleozoic deformation
between the orthogneisses and Paleozoic metasediments it is difficult to map the
BHCMBZ north of southern New Hampshire. If not found in the north, how could the
BHCMBZ represent a major structural boundary between the Bronson Hill and Central
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Maine terranes? From late-Paleozoic deformation being confined to southern New
England and overprinting earlier tectonism, it is possible that the BHCMBZ represents a
continuation of Paleozoic dextral transpression which continued to the south from the
middle Paleozoic deformation seen in Maine and New Hampshire.
If there is no structural boundary between the Bronson Hill and Central Maine, it
is possible that the two zones belong to a large Bronson Hill Terrane. This larger BHT is
bordered to the west by the Monroe line, and Acadian thrust fault separating the BHT
from the CVZ. The BHT is separated to the east from the Merrimack/Frederickton trough
and Gander continental margin, by a system of dextral compressional - transcurrent,
ductile faults belonging to the Liberty-Orrington belt and Norumbega fault system
(Tucker et al., 2001; Gerbie and West, 2007).
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Chapter 4
4.1 Conclusion
Recent bedrock mapping of the Winchendon quadrangle of northcentral
Massachusetts and southwestern New Hampshire reveals strong E-W shortening and N-S
elongation deformation in metasedimentary and metaigneous bedrock units. In the
eastern portion, deformation is recorded by structures that illustrate strong contractional
strains, accompanied by stretching fabrics in Rangeley and Paxton metasediments.
Foliation and shear-band fabrics are defined by greenschist facies assemblages.
Constrictional structures are inferred based on strong NNE-SSW striking foliations, tight
isoclinal folding with hinge lines parallel to lineations, S-C fabrics and pinch-and-swell
structures and calc-silicate boudins.
In the western portion, a 2-3 kilometer wide belt of deformation consists of highly
strained Devonian Coys Hill and Hardwick plutons and Fitzwilliam granite interfolded
with Rangeley metasediments. High-strain features include increased flattening of a
NNE-SSW striking foliation and grain-size reduction at the margins of the plutons. This
is accompanied by a consistent SSW plunging sillimanite stretching lineation in Rangeley
metasediments. Included within the zone is the Templeton Tectonic Mélange, consisting
of tightly and recumbently interfolded Hardwick and Rangeley gneisses and
leucogranites, S-C fabrics, and 1-30 cm diameter pegmatite and tonalite clasts that result
from NNE directed shearing. Also included in the western portion is a narrow mylonite
zone consisting of mylonitic Fitzwilliam Granite, Hardwick Tonalite, and Rangeley schist
inclusions. High-strain characteristics include an increased flattening of NNE-SSW
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striking foliation and grain-size reduction of the edges of the plutons. This is
accompanied by a SW-NE shallowly plunging sillimanite stretching lineation in
Rangeley metasediments. Constrictional strains found within the Winchendon quadrangle
are interpreted to be the result of dextral transpression and lateral extrusion.
The 2-3 km wide zone of deformation separates Ordovician through Devonian
units of the BHZ from Silurian through Devonian units of the CMZ. This zone, named
the Bronson Hill – Central Maine Boundary Zone, is a structural boundary between the
BHZ and CMZ of southern New England. Based on correlation of the high strain zones in
the Winchendon quadrangle to those of the CBSZ, a wider high-strain zone is proposed
between the Bronson Hill and Central Maine zones. Along the eastern margin of the
BHZ, the BHCMBZ consists of the CBSZ system, the eastward Winchendon high-strain
zone and syn-tectonic Hardwick and Fitzwilliam plutons.
The results of this mapping, combined with reconnaissance work completed in
neighboring quadrangles and results of previous mapping and structural studies of other
workers, does not support the interpretation that previously inferred boundaries (e.g.
CBSZ) and the BHCMBZ are terrane boundaries. As a result of discontinuous alongstrike deformational characteristics, the BHCMBZ does not meet the definition of a
terrane boundary (Coney et al., 1980; Howell et al., 1985; Berg et al., 1978; Moench and
Aleinikoff, 2003). A larger Bronson Hill terrane consisting of Ordovician orthogneiss
domes and elongate plutons, Silurian sedimentary basins, and an Ordovician through
Devonian metasediments/metavolcanics cover sequences intruded by Devonian plutons is
a more appropriate fit for the definition of a terrane. It has a distinctive sedimentary
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sequence and deformational history that is unlike its neighboring Merrimack/Frederican
and Connecticut Valley terranes (Berg et al., 1978).

4.2 Further Research
Further work is needed in the following areas: (1) to test the hypothesis of the
BHCMBZ including the Brennan Hill Thrust, mapping and structural analyses should be
performed in the region between the Tully dome and Hardwick pluton in north-central
Massachusetts; (2) U-Pb zircon rim geochronology of orthogneisses to determine ages for
formation of high-strain fabrics observed at the margins of Devonian and Mississippian
plutons and pegmatites. Fine-grained retrograde muscovites of the Rangeley and Paxton
metasediments are inferred to record crystallization ages and not cooling ages. Therefore
to determine the age of retrograde metamorphism 40Ar-39Ar geochronology should be
performed on muscovite flakes from Rangeley and Paxton metasediments; (3) Locate
strain markers and apply various finite strain measurement methods to test model of
constriction for the units along strike of the Winchendon quadrangle; (4) Mapping,
geochronology and structural analysis north of the Monadnock quadrangle along the
inferred Bronson Hill – Central Maine boundary to test the theory of a larger Bronson
Hill Terrane that includes the Bronson Hill and Central Maine zones.
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Appendix 1 – Rock Samples.
Table 1
Sample No.
Blue Rangeley
RF-528-01
RF-528-01
HT-528-01
RF-528-02
RF-528-02
RF-528-02
RF-528-02
HT-528-04
OG-529-01A,B
CH-529-01
RF-531-02
RF-531-08A,B
RF-619-01
RF-618-03
RF-619-07
RF-619-05
RF-619-09B
RF-620-03
RF-620-02
(B)RF-620-05A,B
RF-622-01
RF-622-05
RF-622-07
RF-624-06B
RF-625-01A,B
RF-625-03
HT-625-04
RF-625-06A
RF-626-03
RF-626-03
RF-626-08
RF-626-05A
RF-627-03A,B
BRF-630-01
BRF-630-02B,C
BRF-630-05
BRF-701-02
BRF-702-01A,B
BRF- 702-04
BRF-706-04A,B
YRF-707-01
BRF-708-02
BM-708-03
BRF-708-03
YRF-712-01

Strike

Dip

Direction

21
16
1
9
350
351
0
358
29
346

52
30
70
80
40
38
65
65
90
31

NW
NW
NW
SE
NW
NW
NW
NW

20
26
4
354
12

66
?
32
32
49

NW

351
12
348
45
4
47

26
61
32
35
33
80

5
320
354

Trend

Plunge

Direction

345
185

17 SW
9 SW

5

17 NE

213
200
249

31 SW
14 SW
11 W

181
194

16 SW
12 SW

NW
NW
NW
SE
NW
NW

206
207
189

19 SW
20 SW
7 SW

66
43
60

NW
SW
NW

189
355
162

15 SW
34 SW
8 SW

28
343
20
286

15
33
37
59

SW
SW
SE
SW

16
11
45
28
359
59

71
50
24
76
7
76

NW
NW
SE
SE
W
NW

3
216
281
188
206
202
35
110
354

12
55
18
8
8
16
34
4
21

9
18
31
47
13

89
80
58
47
72

NE
NW
NW
NW
NW

182
190

24 SW
12 SW

311
201

35 W
34 SW

NW

SW
NW
NW

84

SW
SW
NW
SW
SW
SW
NE
SW
SW

BRF-716-01
RF-813-01A,B
RF-813-02B
GM-815-02
BRF-815-04
Yellow Rangeley
RF-527-01
RF-527-01
RF-527-02
RF-625-05
RF-626-03
RF-626-10
RF-626-11
RF-627-01
RF-701-01
RF-701-01
YRF-720-05A,B
YRF-720-02
RF-805-01
Hardwick
CH-517-03A
CH-517-03
RF-0519-06
HT-527-01A,B
RF-528-02A,B
HT-528-03
HT-528-06A,B
BM-529-01A,B
CH-529-01A,B
CH-529-01
CH-529-03
BM3-529-02
AF-601-02
AF-601-05
AF-601-07
RF-619-01
RF-619-02
OG-622-01
OG-625-02B
HT-625-02
BRF-701-02
OG2-707-01
HT-708-07
OG2-710-01
OG3-710-01
FG-710-03a,b
HT-715-05
CH-716-01A,B
HT/FG-Contact

9
336
8
29
111

49
45
35
29
26

NW
W
NW
NW
S

23
20
340
316
335
93
28
331

7
59
25
39
35
39
38
69

SE
SW
W
SW
SW
SW
NW
SW

180
8
29

38
30
31

E
NW

175
106
9
56
359
28
12
1
340
351
14
8
353
342
350
43
6
45
332
5
40
356
16
20
6
27
14

79
48
68
14
34
49
45
37
24
45
66
39
58
72
51
68
85
51
30
60
45
71
76
75
81
64
16

NW
NE
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NE
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
SE
SE
NW
SW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW

53

66

N

85

221
209
172

19 SW
6 SW
18 S

182
188
0
200
146
81
194
180
341
175

29
20
20
31
15
45
26
5
15
9

328

20 NW

185

12 SW

201

27 SW

3

35 SW

192

11 SW

241

23 SW

SW
SW
NE
SW
SW
E
SW
SW
NW
SW

HT-807-04
Coys Hill
CH-525-03
CH-529-01
CH-529-01
CH-531-02
CH-531-04
CH-706-01A,B
CH-706-01
CH-706-01
CH-706-01
Fitzwilliam
FG-808-01
HT/FG A2, B2
RT-12-1011a
RT-12-1011
Pegmatite
RF-529-01
RF-619-04
RF-627-01

20

60

NW

1
355
351
25
351
29
25
35
9

90
21
45
19
53
89
56
63
30

NW
NW
NW
SW
NW
NW
NW
NW

31
50
21

40
63
64

21
Unfoliated
Unfoliated

46

184

23 SW

NW
N
NW

34

5 NE

NW

181

15 SW

Rock samples found in lab with no # on this sheet
BT-12-1-11
HT-1011-02
CH-525-01
HT-507-04
FG-808-01
RF-620-03
RF-12-1011
YRF-701-01
BRF-702-03
BRF702-04
BRF-708-03
HT-708-09
HT-625-02
HT-10-10
HT-528-04
?
?
?

11

60
Sand
34
64
45
76
76
47
76
60
25
65
?

NW
SW
NW
E
SE
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW

Thin sections with no # on this sheet
HT-524-04A
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Table 1b Sample coordinates and mineralogy
Sample No.
Blue Rangeley
RF-528-01
RF-528-01
HT-528-01
RF-528-02
RF-528-02
RF-528-02
RF-528-02
HT-528-04
OG-529-01A,B
CH-529-01
RF-531-02
RF-531-08A,B
RF-619-01
RF-618-03
RF-619-07
RF-619-05
RF-619-09B
RF-620-03
RF-620-02
(B)RF-620-05A,B
RF-622-01
RF-622-05
RF-622-07
RF-624-06B
RF-625-01A,B
RF-625-03
HT-625-04
RF-625-06A
RF-626-03
RF-626-03
RF-626-08
RF-626-05A
RF-627-03A,B
BRF-630-01
BRF-630-02B,C
BRF-630-05
BRF-701-02
BRF-702-01A,B
BRF- 702-04
BRF-706-04A,B
YRF-707-01
BRF-708-02
BM-708-03
BRF-708-03
YRF-712-01
BRF-716-01
RF-813-01A,B

Latitude

Longitude

-72.10942
-72.10941
-72.10943
-72.10197
-72.10197
-72.10245
-72.10099
-72.11056
-72.10029
-72.10058
-72.09338

42.627624
42.627623
42.627646
42.630987
42.630987
42.630977
42.631083
42.62755
42.631122
42.63112
42.41591

Type
BRF
BRF
BRF
BRF
BRF
BRF
BRF
BRF
BRF
BRF
BRF

Mineralogy

Pl+Sil + Bt + Grt + Qtz + Ms + Opq*

Pl + Sil + Bt + Grt + Qtz + Ms + Opq*

Pl+Silr+ Btr+Grtr+Qtz+Ms+Chl
-72.06523 42.675952 BRF
-72.06349 42.67728 BRF
-72.0519 42.678949 BRF

Sil + Bt + Grt + Qtz + Ms + Chl ± Ilm
Sil + Bt + Grt + Qtz + Ms + Chl ± Ilm
Sil + Bt + Grt + Qtz + Ms + Chl ± Ilm

-72.04729
-72.04752
-72.0468
-72.01103
-72.011
-72.01364

BRF
BRF
BRF
BRF
BRF
BRF

Sil + Bt + Grt + Qtz + Ms + Chl ± Ilm
Sil + Bt + Grt + Qtz + Ms + Chl ± Ilm
Sil + Bt + Grt + Qtz + Ms + Chl ± Ilm
Sil + Bt + Grt + Qtz + Ms + Chl ± Ilm
Sil + Bt + Grt + Qtz + Ms + Chl ± Ilm
Sil + Bt + Grt + Qtz + Ms + Chl ± Ilm

-72.11419 42.56819 BRF
-72.11141 42.567903 BRF
-72.11141 42.567904 BRF

Sil + Bt + Grt + Qtz + Ms + Chl ± Ilm
Sil + Bt + Grt + Qtz + Ms + Chl ± Ilm
Sil + Bt + Grt + Qtz + Ms + Chl ± Ilm

-72.11141
-72.07452
-72.02953
-72.07078
-72.00306
-72.04161
-72.03146
-72.02426
-72.00224
-72.01513
-72.00958

BRF
BRF
BRF
BRF
BRF
BRF
BRF
BRF
BRF
BRF
BRF

Sil + Bt + Grt + Qtz + Ms + Chl ± Ilm
Sil + Bt + Grt + Qtz + Ms + Chl ± Ilm
Sil + Bt + Grt + Qtz + Ms + Chl ± Ilm
Sil + Bt + Grt + Qtz + Ms + Chl ± Ilm
Sil + Bt + Grt + Qtz + Ms + Chl ± Ilm
Sil + Bt + Grt + Qtz + Ms + Chl ± Ilm
Sil + Bt + Grt + Qtz + Ms + Chl ± Ilm
Sil + Bt + Grt + Qtz + Ms + Chl ± Ilm
Sil + Bt + Grt + Qtz + Ms + Chl ± Ilm
Sil + Bt + Grt + Qtz + Ms + Chl ± Ilm
Sil + Bt + Grt + Qtz + Ms + Chl ± Ilm

-72.0869 42.747421 BRF
-72.10477 42.72464 BRF
-72.10553 42.727672 BRF
-72.10523 42.727912 BRF
-72.10454
42.7241 BRF
-72.10024 42.63107 BRF
-72.10247 42.53514 BRF

Sil + Bt + Grt + Qtz + Ms + Chl ± Ilm
Sil + Bt + Grt + Qtz + Ms + Chl ± Ilm
Sil + Bt + Grt + Qtz + Ms + Chl ± Ilm
Sil + Bt + Grt + Qtz + Ms + Chl ± Ilm
Sil + Bt + Grt + Qtz + Ms + Chl ± Ilm
Sil + Bt + Grt + Qtz + Ms + Chl ± Ilm
Sil + Bt + Grt + Qtz + Ms + Chl ± Ilm

42.62657
42.627145
42.626327
42.641547
42.641515
42.641172

42.567906
42.551355
42.55572
42.570248
42.634508
42.709207
42.705283
42.691722
42.700559
42.705383
42.684077
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BRF-815-04
Yellow Rangeley
RF-527-01
RF-527-01
RF-527-02
RF-625-05
RF-626-03
RF-626-10
RF-626-11
RF-627-01
RF-701-01
RF-701-01
YRF-720-05A,B
YRF-720-02
RF-805-01
Hardwick
CH-517-03A
CH-517-03
RF-0519-06
HT-527-01A,B
RF-528-02A,B
HT-528-03
HT-528-06A,B
BM-529-01A,B
CH-529-01A,B
CH-529-01
CH-529-03
BM3-529-02
AF-601-02
AF-601-05
AF-601-07
RF-619-01
RF-619-02
OG-622-01
OG-625-02B
HT-625-02
BRF-701-02
OG2-707-01
HT-708-07
OG2-710-01
OG3-710-01
FG-710-03a,b
HT-715-05
CH-716-01A,B
HT/FG-Contact
HT-807-04
Coys Hill
CH-525-03
CH-529-01
CH-529-01
CH-531-02

-72.0424 42.662571 BRF

Sil + Bt + Grt + Qtz + Ms + Chl ± Ilm

-72.10948
-72.10949
-72.10948
-72.11067
-72.11144
-72.11148
-72.11145
-72.00306
-72.00204
-72.01268
-72.03973
-72.03973
-72.08826

42.627632
42.627632
42.627632
42.56788
42.567906
42.567943
42.567991
42.634579
42.700539
42.709297
42.753303
42.753303
42.732928

YRF
YRF
YRF
YRF
YRF
YRF
YRF
YRF
YRF
YRF
YRF
YRF
YRF

Sil+ Qtz+ Bt + Ms + Pl
Sil+ Qtz+ Bt + Ms + Pl
Sil+ Qtz+ Bt + Ms + Pl
Sil+ Qtz+ Bt + Ms + Pl
Qtz + Sil + Ms
Qtz + Sil + Ms
Qtz + Sil + Ms
Sil+ Qtz+ Bt + Ms + Pl
Qtz + Sil + Ms
Qtz + Sil + Ms
Sil+ Qtz+ Bt + Ms + Pl
Sil+ Qtz+ Bt + Ms + Pl
Sil+ Qtz+ Bt + Ms + Pl

-72.10098
-72.10894
-72.10946
-72.10946
-72.10099
-72.10083
-72.11056
-72.10021
-72.10024
-72.10028
-72.09614
-72.09953
-72.10192
-72.10221
-72.10162
-72.03596
-72.03452
-72.01364
-72.03025
-72.11739
-72.01261
-72.09336
-72.12203
-72.10398
-72.10478
-72.11159
-72.09625

42.629843
42.624848
42.627684
42.627684
42.631083
42.631079
42.62755
42.631183
42.63134
42.631185
42.630841
42.631328
42.64935
42.652812
42.65387
42.65617
42.657453
42.641172
42.555555
42.568908
42.709302
42.731368
42.734888
42.726083
42.72313
42.716406
42.678942

Mc - Dht Mc + Qtz + Bt + Pl
Qtz + Pl - DQtz + Pl + Ms + Bt
Mc - Dht Mc + Qtz + Bt + Pl
Mc - Dht Mc + Qtz + Bt + Pl
Bt - Dht
Bt + Pl + Kfs + Qtz
Qtz + Pl - DQtz + Pl + Ms + Bt
Mc - Dht Mc + Qtz + Bt + Pl
Bt + Grt - DBt + Qtz + Ms + Kfs + Grt
Mc - Dht Mc + Qtz + Bt + Pl
Mc - Dht Mc + Qtz + Bt + Pl
Mc - Dht Mc + Qtz + Bt + Pl
Bt + Grt - DBt + Qtz + Ms + Kfs + Grt
Mc - Dht Mc + Qtz + Bt + Pl
Qtz + Pl - DQtz + Pl + Ms + Bt
Bt - Dht
Bt + Pl + Kfs + Qtz
Bt + Grt - DBt + Qtz + Ms + Kfs + Grt
Bt - Dht
Bt + Pl + Kfs + Qtz
Mc - Dht Mc + Qtz + Bt + Pl
Mc - Dht Qtz + Bt + Pl+Ms+Grt+Ap+Zc
Mc - Dht Mc + Qtz + Bt + Pl
Bt - Dht
Bt + Pl + Kfs + Qtz
Bt - Dht
Bt + Pl + Kfs + Qtz
Bt - Dht
Bt + Pl + Kfs + Qtz
Hbl + Bt - DBt + Hbl + Pl + Qtz ± Kfs
Mc - Dht Mc + Qtz + Bt + Pl
Bt - Dht
Bt + Pl + Kfs + Qtz
Bt - Dht
Bt + Hbl + Pl + Qtz ± Kfs

-72.10494 42.724167 Bt - Dht
Bt + Pl + Kfs + Qtz
-72.0952 42.742977 Qtz + Pl - DQtz + Pl + Ms + Bt
-72.10248 42.644171 Orthogneiss Pl + Kfs + Qtz + Bt + Ms + Grt
-72.10031 42.631181 Orthogneiss Pl + Kfs + Qtz + Bt + Ms + Grt
-72.10028 42.631189 Orthogneiss Pl + Kfs + Qtz + Bt + Ms + Grt
Orthogneiss Ground for zircon
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CH-531-04
CH-706-01A,B
CH-706-01
CH-706-01
CH-706-01
Fitzwilliam
FG-808-01
HT/FG A2, B2
RT-12-1011a
RT-12-1011
Pegmatite
RF-529-01
RF-619-04
RF-627-01

-72.10243
-72.08406
-72.08413
-72.0842
-72.08441

42.644158
42.705913
42.705855
42.706004
42.706152

Orthogneiss Pl + Kfs + Qtz + Bt + Ms + Grt
Orthogneiss Pl + Kfs + Qtz + Bt + Ms + Grt
Orthogneiss Pl + Kfs + Qtz + Bt + Ms + Grt
Orthogneiss Pl + Kfs + Qtz + Bt + Ms + Grt
Orthogneiss Pl + Kfs + Qtz + Bt + Ms + Grt

-72.09968 42.745443 Orthogneiss Pl + Mc + Qtz + Ms + Bt
-72.10494 42.724167 Orthogneiss Pl + Mc + Qtz + Ms + Bt
-72.10499 42.724184 Orthogneiss Pl + Mc + Qtz + Ms + Bt Peg
Sheared pegmatite (foliated)
-72.09798 42.630947 Pegmatite Qtz + Pl + Kfs + Ms ± Bt ± Grt
-72.05013
42.6791 Pegmatite Qtz + Pl + Kfs + Ms ± Bt
-72.04888 42.672672 Pegmatite Qtz + Pl + Kfs

Rock samples found in lab with no # on this sheet
BT-12-1-11
HT-1011-02
CH-525-01
HT-507-04
FG-808-01
RF-620-03
RF-12-1011
YRF-701-01
BRF-702-03
BRF702-04
BRF-708-03
HT-708-09
HT-625-02
HT-10-10
HT-528-04
?
?
?

=RF-701-1

Fig. 2.17C fold
Fig. 2.17B fold
Fig. 2.17D fold

Thin sections with no # on this sheet
HT-524-04A
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Appendix 2
Rock Sample Locations.pdf

Appendix 3
Bedrock Map of the Winchendon (1:25,000) Quadrangle.pdf
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